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Bethany The Ballet Fairy The Dance Fairies Book 1 Rainbow Magic
Bethany has been keeping a secret from her best friends: she's a scholarship student. But with homework and a long commute, she's struggling. Will Bethany be able to find her voice and shine in the concert?
After Jack Frost steals Miranda's magic, it is up to Rachel and Kristy to help her get it back.
Learning to read is fun with the Rainbow Magic Fairies! Developed in conjunction with Early Years reading consultants and based on the most up-to-date educational research, the Rainbow Magic Beginner Readers are the perfect way to introduce your child to the magical world of reading.
Rachel and Kirsty look for fairy tale princess Aisha's magic pea locket.
Once Upon a Dork
Saffron the Yellow Fairy
Perrie the Paramedic Fairy
Dance Fairies #7: Isabelle the Ice Dance Fairy
Dance Fairies #5: Jessica the Jazz Fairy
Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy
Can Rachel and Kirsty help the Dance Fairies get their grooves back?The Dance Fairies' magic ribbons are missing! Without them, all kinds of dances are getting off on the wrong foot. Everyone is miserable, except for Jack Frost and his goblins. They have the ribbons . . . and it's up to Rachel and Kirsty to get them back!The disco at Kirsty's school is sure to be a disaster without Jade's magic ribbon. Can the girls outwit the goblins in time?Find the magic ribbon in each book, and help keep the Dance Fairies on their toes!
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Jack Frost's naughty goblins have stolen the Dance Fairies' magic ribbons and are hiding in the human world. Everywhere dance is being ruined! Rachel and Kirsty must help the fairies but the goblins' new powers won't make it easy... 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Dance Fairies set! Bethany the Ballet Fairy; Jade the Disco Fairy; Rebecca the Rock 'n' Roll Fairy; Tasha the Tap Dance
Fairy; Jessica the Jazz Fairy; Saskia the Salsa Fairy; Imogen the Ice Dance Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. It's time for the Tippington Helper Award to be given and Rachel and Kirsty are excited to meet the nominees. Jack Frost has decided the winner, though, will be him! He's stolen all of the Helping Fairies' magical items - can Rachel and Kirsty get them back before the Tippington Helper Award is given to least helpful Ice Lord there ever was? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all four fairy adventures in the Helping Fairies
set! Martha the Doctor Fairy; Ariana the Firefighter Fairy; Perrie the Paramedic Fairy; Lulu the Lifeguard Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Jack Frost is up to his old tricks again. He has sent his goblins to steal the Storybook Fairies' magic objects - and now readers' favorite stories are all mixed up. Rosalie's magic hairbrush is missing - and only Rachel and Kirsty can help her get it back!
Izzy the Indigo Fairy
Bethany Sings Out
Polly the Party Fun Fairy
The Sporty Fairies
The Dance Fairies Book 1
Jessica The Jazz Fairy

When Jack Frost steals Santa's sleigh, inside of which are three special gifts, Rachel and Kirsty must try to save Christmas in Fairyland, with the help of Holly, the Christmas fairy.
The disco at Kirsty's school is sure to be a disaster without Jade's magic ribbon. Can the girls outwit the goblins in time?
Can Rachel and Kirsty help the Dance Fairies get their grooves back? The Dance Fairies' magic ribbons are missing! Without them, all kinds of dances are getting off on the wrong foot. Everyone is miserable, except for Jack Frost and his goblins. They have the ribbons . . . and it's up to Rachel and Kirsty to get them back! It's a slippery situation when Isabelle the Ice Dance Fairy's ribbon disappears! Can Rachel
and Kirsty skate their way to victory and find the final ribbon? Find the magic ribbon in each book, and help keep the Dance Fairies on their toes!
Rachel and Kirsty try to help Melodie the music fairy get her magical party bag back from Jack Frost's goblins so that the music at the upcoming party for the king and queen of Fairyland will not be ruined.
The Pet Keeper Fairies
Bethany The Ballet Fairy
The Complete Book of Fairies
The Rainbow Fairies Book 6
A Novel
Melodie the Music Fairy
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. When Rachel and Kirsty meet on the ferry to Rainspell Island one summer holiday, they have no idea that such magical adventures with the fairies await them! In this sixth book in the series, Rachel and Kirsty enter a magical world in order to find Izzy the Indigo Fairy... 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
When Jack Frost's goblins steal Gemma the gymnastics fairy's magic hoop as part of their plan to win the upcoming Fairyland Olympics, Rachel and Kirsty try to help Gemma get it back and thwart Jack Frost.
It's Christmas Eve, and Rachel Walker and Kirsty Tate are very excited. They're helping to organize a big Christmas party! There's going to be carols, a festive feast, and a special ballet performance. Or that was the plan, until Jack Frost stole Robyn the Christmas Party Fairy's magical objects. Can the girls help Robyn find them, before the spirit of Christmas is lost for ever?
Kirsty and Rachel love animals, especially cute baby ones! But when strange things start happening at the Wetherbury Petting Zoo, it's clear some magical mischief is afoot. Can the girls help their new friends The Baby Farm Animal Fairies put things right?
A Chorus Rises
The Rollercoaster Fairy
Dance Fairies #2: Jade the Disco Fairy
A Song Below Water novel
Dork Diaries
Dance Fairies #1: Bethany the Ballet Fairy
THE LATEST NOVEL FROM YA SENSATION BETHANY C. MORROW Meet Naema Bradshaw: a beautiful Eloko, once Portland-famous, now infamous, as she navigates a personal and public reckoning where confronting the limits of her privilege will show Naema what her magic really is, and who it makes her. Teen influencer Naema Bradshaw has it all: she’s famous, stylish, gorgeous--and she’s an Eloko, a charismatic person gifted with a melody that people adore. Everyone loves her--until she's cast as the villain who exposed a Siren to the whole world. Dragged by
the media, and canceled by her fans, no one understands her side: not her boyfriend, not her friends, not even her fellow Eloko. Villified by those closest to her, Naema heads to the Southwest where she is determined to stage a comeback... to her family, her real self, and the truth about her magic. What she finds is a new community in a flourishing group of online fans who support her. At first, it feels like it used to--the fandom, the adoration, the community that takes her side--but when her online advocates start targeting other Black girls, Naema will realize that--for
Black girls like her--even the privilege of fame has its limits. And only Naema can discover the true purpose of her power, and how to use it. “A watery and melodic crossroads of the real and the mythic, A Chorus Rises lures readers with its seductive and beautifully Black siren song. An enthralling tale of Black girl magic and searing social commentary ready to rattle the bones.” —Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The Belles series A Chorus Rises is a timely confrontation of the evolving nature of popularity in a society that chooses "exceptions"
and rewards "model minorities." At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
"Chloe the Topaz Fairy can't change frogs into flowers, or girls into fairies, without her magic jewel. But can a fiercely guarded costume shop hold the key to finding the gemstone?" -- Back cover.
Beautiful ballets everywhere are turning into a total mess. Can Bethany the Ballet Fairy track down her ribbon? Or will the goblins dance away with it?
Can Rachel and Kirsty help the Dance Fairies get their grooves back?The Dance Fairies' magic ribbons are missing! Without them, all kinds of dances are getting off on the wrong foot. Everyone is miserable, except for Jack Frost and his goblins. They have the ribbons . . . and it's up to Rachel and Kirsty to get them back!Rachel and Kirsty are jazzed about helping Jessica find her special ribbon. But the goblins are just as eager to keep it for themselves! Find the magic ribbon in each book, and help keep the Dance Fairies on their toes!
Serena the Salsa Fairy
Aisha the Princess and the Pea Fairy
The Dance Fairies Book 5
The Magic Begins
Rosalie the Rapunzel Fairy
The Showtime Fairies Book 6

Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Jack Frost has stolen the Showtime Fairies' magic stars, which means everyone is losing their special talent! Can Rachel and Kirsty get the stars back before the Tippington Variety Show is ruined? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Showtime Fairies set! Madison the Magic Show Fairy; Leah the Theatre Fairy;
Alesha the Acrobat Fairy; Darcey the Dance Diva Fairy; Amelia the Singing Fairy; Isla the Ice Star Fairy; Taylor the Talent Show Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Rachel and Kirsty must help Serena, the salsa fairy, find her magic ribbon so that everyone can have fun at the fiesta.
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's youngest fans have been waiting for! Best friends Rachel and Kirsty are going to be bridesmaids. But Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy has lost her magical objects that make weddings everywhere special. If the girls can't help their friend, all weddings will be ruined everywhere! Mia's magical items are a silver sixpence, two golden bells and a moonshine veil. 'These stories are magic; they turn children into
readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Long-listed for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize An Amazon Best Book of the Month A Buzzfeed Most Exciting Book of the Year A The Millions Most Anticipated Book of the Year & Bestseller Selected as a Skimm Read A Refinery 29 Best Book of the Year Chosen as a Rumpus Book Club Selection Chosen as a Bustle Best Literary Debut Novel Written By Women in the Last 5 Years An enthralling literary debut that tells the story of a young girl’s coming of age in the cutthroat world of New
York City ballet—a story of obsession and the quest for perfection, trust and betrayal, beauty and lost innocence. In the roiling summer of 1977, eleven-year-old Mira is an aspiring ballerina in the romantic, highly competitive world of New York City ballet. Enduring the mess of her parent’s divorce, she finds escape in dance—the rigorous hours of practice, the exquisite beauty, the precision of movement, the obsessive perfectionism. Ballet offers her control, power, and the promise of glory.
It also introduces her to forty-seven-year-old Maurice DuPont, a reclusive, charismatic balletomane who becomes her mentor. Over the course of three years, Mira is accepted into the prestigious School of American Ballet run by the legendary George Balanchine, and eventually becomes one of “Mr. B’s girls”—a dancer of rare talent chosen for greatness. As she ascends higher in the ballet world, her relationship with Maurice intensifies, touching dark places within herself and sparking
unexpected desires that will upend both their lives. In the present day, Kate, a professor of dance at a Midwestern college, embarks on a risky affair with a student that threatens to obliterate her career and capsizes the new life she has painstakingly created for her reinvented self. When she receives a letter from a man she’s long thought dead, Kate is hurled back into the dramas of a past she thought she had left behind. Told in interweaving narratives that move between past and
present, Girl Through Glass illuminates the costs of ambition, secrets, and the desire for beauty, and reveals how the sacrifices we make for an ideal can destroy—or save—us.
Francesca the Football Fairy
Miranda the Beauty Fairy
Ally the Dolphin Fairy
Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy
Alice the Tennis Fairy
Book 6
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Kirsty is so excited to visit Rachel for a weekend and even more excited to visit The Fernandos' Fabulous Funfair! But Jack Frost wants a funfair all to himself and he's stolen the Funfair Fairies magic keyring to make it happen. Can Kirsty and Rachel defeat him, before the funfair is totally wrecked! 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all four fairy adventures in the Funfair Fairies set! Rae the
Rollercoaster Fairy; Fatima the Face-Painting Fairy; Paloma the Dodgems Fairy; Bobbi the Bouncy Castle Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's youngest fans have been waiting for! Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy makes sure that all weddings are happy and magical! But when mean Jack Frost steals the True Love Crown, the Fairyland royal wedding is sure to be a disaster. Can Kirsty and Rachel find the crown so the royal couple will live happily ever after...? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows'
other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Rachel and Kirsty must help Alice, the tennis fairy, get her magic tennis racket back in a game against Jack Frost's goblins.
Jack Frost and his evil goblins have stolen the party fairies' magical bags, and Polly the party fun fairy must retrieve hers or else no parties will have any fun or games.
Jewel Fairies #3: Emily the Emerald Fairy
The Rainbow Fairies Book 3
The Helping Fairies Book 3
Rae
Isla the Ice Star Fairy
Jade the Disco Fairy

Seven jewels have been stolen from the Fairy Queen's crown! Without them, the Jewel Fairies' magical powers are fading. Read all seven books to find the jewels and save the fairies! Jack Frost is up to no good again! This time, he's stolen the seven jewels from Queen Titania's crown. Without them, the Jewel Fairies can't do their jobs. The magic in Fairyland is fading fast! Without her magic emerald, Emily the Emerald Fairy can't see the future! Can Rachel and Kirsty help make things right again? Find the sparkly jewel in each book and
help bring the magic back to Fairyland!
Beautiful ballets everywhere are turning into a total mess! Can Bethany the Ballet Fairy find her magic ribbon? Or will the goblins dance away with it?
Have you met every one of the Rainbow Magic fairies? If not, now you can! Packed with secret facts and profiles of every fairy in Fairyland, this magical guide contains everything you ever wanted to know about the Rainbow Magic fairies.
The Queen of the Dorks is back in a brand new instalment of the internationally bestselling series, now with 13 million copies in print worldwide! After a bump on the head, Nikki has a wild dream in which she, her BFF's Chloe and Zoey, her crush Brandon, and mean girl Mackenzie all end up playing the roles of some familiar classic fairy tale characters. Will Nikki's dream turn into a nightmare?
Princess Fairies
The Funfair Fairies Book 3
Paloma the Dodgems Fairy
Holly the Christmas Fairy
The Helping Fairies Book 1
Chloe the Topaz Fairy
The Sporty Fairies are in need of Rachel and Kirsty's help. Everyone in Fairyland is preparing for the Fairy Olympics, but Jack Frost and his goblins have stolen the magic sporty items so they can win by cheating! What's more, with the items missing, everyone in the human world is playing sports really badly, and so the human Olympics is in danger of being ruined too! Francesca needs the girls' help to get her Magic
Football back...
When Jack Frost's goblins shatter the shell that Shannon the ocean fairy plays to protect the sea creatures, Kirsty Tate and Rachel Walker must help Ally the dolphin fairy recover the shard being protected by her companion, Echo.
Contemporary boarding school stories with a charming twist.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. When Rachel and Kirsty meet on the ferry to Rainspell Island they have no idea the incredible magical adventures in store for them! 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Rainbow Fairies set! Ruby the Red Fairy; Amber the Orange Fairy; Saffron
the Yellow Fairy; Fern the Green Fairy; Sky the Blue Fairy; Izzy the Indigo Fairy and Heather the Violet Fairy If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Bethany the Ballet Fairy
Gemma the Gymnastics Fairy
Robyn the Christmas Party Fairy (Rainbow Magic Special Edition)
Martha the Doctor Fairy
Girl Through Glass
Can Rachel and Kirsty help the Dance Fairies get their grooves back? The Dance Fairies' magic ribbons are missing! Without them, all kinds of dances are getting off on the wrong foot. Everyone is miserable, except for Jack Frost and his goblins. They have the ribbons . . . and it's up to Rachel and Kirsty to get them back! Beautiful ballets everywhere are turning into a total mess. Can Bethany the Ballet Fairy track down her ribbon? Or will the
goblins dance away with it? Find the magic ribbon in each book, and help keep the Dance Fairies on their toes!
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